
Ovarro’s cloud-based platform, LeakInsight, provides water companies and utilities with a suite of 
advanced; automated analytics promoting an efficiency increase by up to 75% and high confidence 
results. Automated Point of Interest (POI) analytics simplify critical area identification and monitoring, 
optimising resource usage; and empowering prompt decision-making. Its intuitive deployment tools 
streamline planning; while interference identification ensures precise leak pinpointing, enhancing 
detection accuracy and efficiency. With user-friendly dashboards and reporting, LeakInsight elevates 
water management, ensuring continuous innovation.

Already a LeakVision customer? Upgrade today to access the premium solution and more with 
LeakInsight.

FEATURES & BENEFITS AT A GLANCE:

OUR SOLUTIONS | ANALYTICS | CLOUD ANALYTICS | LEAKHUB

Boosting efficiency by up to 
75%, LeakInsight the advanced, 
automated analytics platform 
for monitoring water networks.

LEAKHUB

•	 Identification	of	manmade	and 
electrical	interference

- Enhances detection accuracy and efficiency

•	 Automated	Point	of	Interest	(POI)	analytics
- A high confidence rate in automatically 

pinpointing leaks. Simplifies the identification 
of potential leak areas for targeted investigation

•	 Customer	support
- Assistance is readily available ensuring 

uninterrupted operation and swift 
resolution of issues

•	 Trusted	experts
- We have supported utilities with leakage 

reduction for more than 40 years

•	 Automated	deployment	tools
- Utilities can allocate personnel and equipment, 

ultimately reducing deployment time and costs

•	 Suite	of	advanced,	automated	analytics
- Promotes efficiency increase by up to 75% and 

high-confidence results in leak detection

•	 Enhanced	user-friendly	dashboards 
and	reporting

- Empowers prompt decision-making and 
streamlines planning processes

•	 Seamless	upgrade	opportunity	for 
LeakVision	customers

- Ensures continuous innovation



Find an authorised Ovarro partner by visiting Ovarro.com.

OUR SOLUTIONS | ANALYTICS | CLOUD ANALYTICS | LEAKHUB

E-mail sales@ovarro.com
Web www.ovarro.com 
Twitter www.twitter.com/ovarro_ltd
LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/company/ovarro

SUITABLE APPLICATIONS: CONTACT US:

LEAKHUB

LeakInsight aims to simplify and enhance the leak 
identification process for water companies, using trusted 
tools that reduce the need for in-house analysis. By using 
state-of-the-art technology and putting our proven expertise 
at customers’ disposal, we can help reduce leakage quickly 
and efficiently – sending you straight to the dig.

Upgrade to LeakInsight and experience the next generation 
of water network management. Building on the foundation 
of LeakVision, LeakInsight offers an unparalleled leap 
forward in efficiency, accuracy, and innovation. With 
advanced automated analytics, built-in deployment tools, 
and enhanced interfaces, LeakInsight empowers utilities 
to detect and address leaks with unmatched precision and 
speed.

Stay ahead of the curve and propel your water management 
strategy into the future with LeakInsight. Upgrade today and 
discover the difference.

A PART OF LEAKHUB

UPGRADE TO LEAKINSIGHT: BEYOND LEAKVISION

Built upon the foundation of LeakVision, LeakInsight 
represents the next evolution in water network management. 
Just like LeakVision, LeakInsight fully supports Phocus3 and 
Phocus3M acoustic noise loggers, as well as the Enigma3M 
3hyQ correlating noise loggers. However, it leverages a 
cutting-edge micro-services architecture, ensuring seamless 
scalability to accommodate the growing needs of your 
business, without compromising performance.
Our commitment to ‘continuous development’ means that 
LeakInsight delivers security patches, bug fixes, and new 
features with minimal downtime, ensuring uninterrupted 
service for our customers. With over a decade of experience, 
we’ve re-imagined and streamlined features to provide 
an intuitive user experience, reducing training times and 
enhancing efficiency. All future upgrades will be run through 
LeakInsight.


